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AlphaFold2 in the news: From scientific journals to newspapers
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Wie ist ein Protein aufgebaut?

Protein folding: From primary to tertiary (or quartenary) structure 
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Adapted from Liutkute et al. Biomolecules (2020)

Bhatt et al. Science (2021)

In nature, many proteins are co-translationally folded in an ordered manner
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-> For membrane proteins, insertion is even more intricate  



tendons, teeth oxygen transport

collagen hemoglobin
multifunctional

fatty acid 
synthase

The fold of a protein determines it’s function, for example ...



Classical approaches of high-resolution protein structure determination 

cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
(Nobel price 2017)

protein X-ray crystallography
(Nobel price 1962)

NMR
(Nobel price 2002)



Structure prediction approaches

Template-based
Phyre2, Swissmodel…

Force-field-based (MD)
Rosetta, Amber…

Machine-learning-based
AlphaFold, RoseTTAFold…

MKTHFSVELPWIQIGENPIKP…MKTHFSVELPWIQIGENPIKP…MKTHFSVELPWIQIGENPIKP…



Established in 1994 (biennial)

The biennial CASP (Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction) contest

100% GDT_TS -> perfect agreement between Cα of
model and experimental structure

75%   GDT_TS -> correct at atomic level
50%   GDT_TS -> correct topology
20-30% GDT_TS -> random model

“extent to which target is related to the sequence and 
structure of other proteins with already known structures”

Andriy Kryshtafovych et al. Proteins (2019)

Participants get only protein sequences of
unpublished structures, results are validated 
with “GDT_TS” backbone accuracy

Different disciplines/difficulty levels:
- Template-based modelling
- Ab-initio modelling
- Contact prediction
- Data-assisted modelling (SAXS, X-link)
- …

CASP13 (2018)
Alphafold1

Different targets:
- Regular
- Mulitmeric
- Inter-domain prediction
- …



from Nature News (2020)

current performance level of RoseTTAFold
(supported by Microsoft)

Google’s AlphaFold is the winner of the last two CASP contests 

CASP score did not increase for a decade

Machine learning



Alphafold2: A (very) brief overview

~21 million 
parameters

170’000 structures from the PDB plus 
“much larger database of protein sequences”

- Sophisticated MSA with co-variance analysis
- Establish amino acid pairs that are close in 3D 

Prediction

MSA

(few weeks on ~200GPUs)

MCSKGYEL...

Training     

which aa pairs
are close in 

space?

Inspired by from  Tom Terwilliger’s talk (2021)

focus attention
on important 
areas in MSA

indicate 
confidence

level 

build structure



AlphaFold2 depends on the content of the databases

Jones & Thornton, Nature methods (2022)

The outcome is not unbiased!

Good performance possible only because 
structural library of single-domain proteins 
is essentially complete

Co-variation analysis only works with sufficient 
number of sequences

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) Modelling of the human proteome

Program performs better with residue pairs that are close 
in sequence 

Correct multiple sequence alignment is the key information, 
as all sequences in the alignment should have the same structure



What are the benefits of structure prediction using AlphaFold?

Inspired by from  Tom Terwilliger’s talk (2021)

modelled structures
are great HYPOTHESES

starting point for
Cryo-EM & X-ray

phasing by MR

model building

functional
analysis

structure-guided mutagenesis

Protein interaction studies

medical &
pharmaceutical

reseach

drug design

etiology of disease



What are the caveats and current limitations of AlphaFold2?

Inspired by Tom Terwilliger’s talk (2021)

proteins only
no ligand interactions,ions, 

RNA/DNA, modifications, solvent

trained on good &
poor structures

residues that
are far apart

Low confidence
areas meaningless

functional
states may differ

are modelled holo-forms
due to model bias?

garbage in, garbage out?

does not even mean that
these areas are flexible or

unfolded!

wrong conclusions!

wrong conclusions!

validation of confi-
dence estimates

trust on internal validation?

wrong models, poor geometry

wrong domain interactions,
distorted models

information just not available

information just not available

no external validation



novel PPR fold

neighboring unassigned protein(s) START

Practical example: completion of partially built model using AlphaFold2

built

used for modelling

N C



superimposed AlphaFold2 model
(colored by confidence level)

MODELLING
(full-length sequence)

built

used for modelling

N C

novel PPR fold

Example: completion of partially built model using AlphaFold2

Is prediction correct?
-> experimental validation!

neighboring unassigned protein(s) 



rigid-body docked 
Alphafold2 model

Experimental validation of prediction

excellent fit of modelled 
helices includes 

bulky side-chain densities 



final model

DOCKING AND 
REBUILDING

built

used for modelling

N

novel PPR fold

Example: completion of partially built model using AlphaFold2

Validated
and added

C

neighboring unassigned protein(s) 



novel zinc finger domain

Built ZnFs

used for modelling

N C
Ψ-synthase domainsuperimposed AlphaFold2 model

(colored by confidence level)

Same approach worked for an unassiged peudouridine synthase

Is prediction correct?
-> experimental validation!



Confidence of fit corroborated by a unique insertion and presence of a non-built domain 

rigid-body docked 
Alphafold2 model

Experimental validation of prediction



Ψ-synthase domain

ZnF1

ZnF2

ZnF3

Individual domains but not their relative orientation were correctly modelled

superimposed AlphaFold2 and experimental models

ZnF2 ZnF3

high precision of holo-form modelling
even in the absence of the Zn ions



Available MS data reveals 
- 2 possible Ψ-synthases (1500 & 1800 aa) 
- 8 PPR-fold candidates 

unassigned PPR fold

unassigned
Ψ-synthase-like

domain

no homology

PDBefold
best hit 5kkp
(human Pus7) 

Determine the identity of discrete domains using modelled structures 



PDBefold superposition 
(best hit 5kkp)

Large specific insert

prototypical Ψ-synthase fold

Phyre2 template-based modelling returns incomplete models, AlphaFold2 fails 

Phyre2 model
(best hit 5kkp)

incomplete

subomains wrongly arranged
(long-distance issue?) 



Wheeler, PLOS One (2021)

Only ~50 kinetoplastid genomic sequences used by AlphaFold2

Colab Server plugin that includes ~2000 sequences

Covariance analysis of AlphaFold2 depends on number of homologous sequences

With plugin overall better result, but 
Ψ-synthase core still not correctly folded



Recent implementation of Alphafold into the PHENIX refinement program

Screenshot from  Tom Terwilliger’s talk (2022)

- Colab server plugin

- Partial model fed into AlphaFold

- Iterative model improvement



Outlook (or wishes and inspirations for the future)

Competitive environment may stimulate
development of even better programs 

AlphaFold structures 
are great HYPOTHESES

External validation of 
confidence estimates   

Prediction of protein
interaction space

Re-modelling of entire 
UNIPROT proteomes

at a regular base? 

Prediction of ligand 
interactions

Curation/extension 
Of sequence and PDB 

database inputs

Combination of algorithms
(MD, directionality of folding)

Modelling of alternative 
conformational states

RNA
Modelling?

Protein folding problem 
NOT SOLVED YET


